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Abstract: The European Commission (EC) is in the process of finalizing the proposal for the upcoming
legislative stage for light- and heavy-duty vehicles. The emission performance over extended
operating conditions is under consideration. Furthermore, a tightening of the Solid Particle Number
(SPN) limits with a parallel shift of the lowest detectable size from 23 to 10 nm has been suggested.
This paper investigates the SPN emission performance of a Euro VI step E HDV and the potential
offered by an advanced Diesel Particulate Filter (DPF) to meet the upcoming regulations. Cold start
emissions at clean DPF state were found to be as high as 1.3× 1012 #/kWh, while passive regeneration
events could lead to hot start emissions of 3× 1011 #/kWh. Improvements in the filtration efficiencies
at clean state, similar to those offered by the advanced DPF (>99%), will be needed to tackle these
operating conditions. The measurements also revealed the formation of 10 nm SPN in the Selective
Catalytic Reduction (SCR) system, at a rate of ~1.2× 1011 #/kWh. These levels lie above the proposed
limit of 1011 #/kWh, highlighting the need to also control these non-volatile nanosized particles.

Keywords: DPF; SCR; particle number; 10 nm; heavy-duty vehicle; transport emissions

1. Introduction

Airborne Particulate Matter (PM) is one of the most detrimental pollutants to human
health. Both short- and long-term exposure have been linked to increased mortality [1,2].
Road traffic was long identified as a main source of ambient PM concentrations [3], espe-
cially in urban areas where it was reported to exceed 50% in some cases [4]. Heavy-Duty
Vehicles (HDV) were reported to contribute from 40 to 60% of the road transport PM,
despite constituting less than 5% of the vehicle fleet [5]. The introduction of progressively
stricter emission standards has proven to be very efficient in decreasing road-transport
PM [6]. The widespread application of Diesel Particulate Filters (DPFs) has been identified
as an essential technology in enabling further reductions in traffic-related PM emissions [7].

The number concentration of the ambient ultrafine particles is drawing more attention.
The latest guidelines from the World Health Organization (WHO) recommend the mea-
surement of their number concentration at monitoring stations and, in addition, further
specified 1000 cm−3 as a low 24-h average concentration, even if urban background levels
typically exceed 10,000 cm−3 [8]. The number of ultrafine particles was found to be more
directly affected by road transport, while mass was dominated by aged and transported
aerosols [9].

The European Commission (EC) was the first to regulate exhaust particle number
emissions, initially in 2011 for diesel light duty vehicles [10] and subsequently for heavy-
duty engines [11,12], direct-injection gasoline vehicles [13] and non-road engines [14], in
2013, 2014 and 2019, respectively. The (chassis/engine) dynamometer-based methodology
was later augmented to also include on-board measurements using Portable Emission
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Measurement Systems (PEMS) [11,15–20]. Since then, regulatory authorities in other
regions of the world, including Korea, Singapore, India and China, have implemented
various aspects of the European regulation [21].

The particle number methodology is targeting Solid Particle Number (SPN) emissions.
These are defined as the particles thermally treated in an evaporation tube at 300–400 ◦C,
and a size of approximately 23 nm and larger, hereinafter SPN23. Over the last few years, the
specifications have been subject to thorough review and recently a number of improvements
have been documented in an updated Global Technical Regulation (GTR) [21]. A notable
addition is the provisions for measurements with a particle counter counting from 10 nm
(SPN10) and the inclusion of a catalytically active evaporation tube [22]. Work is currently
underway to harmonize the specifications for laboratory and PEMS instrumentation.

The EC is in the process of elaborating the next regulatory step (Euro 7). While the final
proposal is not yet published, the key elements were presented in workshops organized
by the EC [23–26]. In the heavy-duty sector, a reduction in both NOx and SPN limits was
considered, together with the transition from SPN23 to SPN10 [23,26]. In addition, there
were provisions for extension of the In-Service Conformity (ISC) testing to cover a wider
range of operating conditions. On-road measurements with PEMS and evaluation with the
Moving Average Window (MAW) will continue to form the basis for the assessment of the
emission performance, however, without restrictions applied on the duration of the test. A
distinction is foreseen between short and long trips, with a budget value (2 × 1011 #/kWh)
suggested for the former. In the case of long trips, separate limits were proposed for the
100th percentile (5 × 1011 #/kWh) and 90th percentile (1011 #/kWh) of MAWs from the
entire test. The proposed limits are stricter than the current limit of 6 × 1011 #/kWh which
is based on a weighting of cold-start and hot-start emissions of 14% and 86%, respectively.
Furthermore, no provision for the measurement uncertainty of PEMS instrumentation
(currently allowing for an extra margin of 63% [27]) is anticipated [23].

The tightening of the limits accompanied with the shift to SPN10 is expected to ne-
cessitate performance improvements in heavy-duty Diesel Particulate Filters (DPF). For
example, a study [28] summarized experimental SPN results from 17 Euro VI technology
heavy-duty trucks and buses tested both on a chassis dyno and on the road. The reported
SPN23 emission levels ranged from 5 × 1010 #/kWh to 2 × 1012 #/kWh depending on
the DPF fill state, test cycle and ambient temperature. Elevated formation of sub-23 nm
particles during hot operation was reported, with SPN10 exceeding SPN23 by up to 200% at
SPN23 levels of 1011 #/kWh. This increase was attributed to particles forming inside the
Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) system.

Particle formation inside the SCR has been the subject of several recent studies. The
particle formation was attributed to both the gas-phase production of nitrates and sul-
fates [29], but also to byproducts of urea decomposition [30]. Changes in the particle
charge state as a function of exhaust temperature were also reported, potentially indicating
different formation pathways depending on the exhaust conditions [31]. Size distribution
measurements suggested a mode below 20 nm, with typical exhaust SPN10 concentrations
in the range of several tenths of thousand #/cm3 [31,32]. Some studies [33,34] reported
considerably higher concentrations under specific operating conditions, although these
were associated with volatile artefacts.

The main objective of this paper is to thoroughly characterize the SPN emissions of a
late technology Euro VI step E diesel truck and identify critical operating conditions in view
of the post Euro VI regulation. The emission improvement potential offered by a novel
DPF, capable of achieving more than 99% filtration efficiency at clean state, is also assessed
both in place of the original filter but also as a dedicated technical solution for the particles
forming in the SCR. Measurements are conducted on a chassis dyno as it offers a tighter
control of the operating conditions between repetitions with different aftertreatment layouts.
In addition, it allows for the use of laboratory grade instrumentation, capable of handling
the overpressures introduced by the aftertreatment components. Four SPN instruments of
the same design, each capable of parallel 10 nm and 23 nm measurements, are installed
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at different sections of the aftertreatment layout, allowing for an accurate quantification
of the filtration efficiencies and the concentrations of particles forming inside the SCR.
The parallel measurement of SPN10 and SPN23 also provides quantitative information
on the size of emitted particles. Adjustments of the operating temperatures of the SPN
instruments also allow for the assessment of the volatility of particles produced in the SCR.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Vehicle

The HDV tested was a 4 × 2 tractor equipped with a 12.8 L diesel engine homologated
to Euro VI step E. The rated power of the engine was 375 kW at 1700 rpm. The reference
work over the World Harmonized Transient Cycle (WHTC) was calculated in accordance
to regulation 595/2009 [35] to be 37.5 kWh. The vehicle had an accumulated mileage of
~22,000 km at the start of the campaign. All tests were performed with commercial diesel
fuel (fulfilling EN590 specifications) and AdBlue urea solution.

2.2. Emission Control System

The Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) aftertreatment system of the vehicle
consisted of a Diesel Oxidation Catalyst (DOC) followed by a catalyzed DPF (cDPF) (DPF1
position) and an SCR plus Ammonia Slip Catalyst (ASC) (SCR position).

Two prototype 11.25′′ × 6′′ cordierite wall-flow filters with a cell density of 300 cpsi and
a nominal web thickness of 9 mil were tested, one downstream of the ASC (DPF2 position)
and the other in place of the original 12′′ × 12′′ DPF. The two filters were processed via
Corning’s proprietary Accelerated Purification Technology (APT), resulting in a hierarchical
microstructure with smaller pore sizes at the surface compared to the bulk of the wall [36].
This technology allows for enhanced filtration efficiency of unloaded filters at a target
pressure drop. The tested DPFAPT concept samples were uncoated, since coated samples
were not available at the time of testing. However, the same advanced technology will be
available for coated samples and will be used in future studies.

Three different aftertreatment layouts were tested. These are summarized in Figure 1,
which also illustrates the different sampling locations. One DPFAPT was assembled in a
dedicated canning installed at the outlet of the vehicle aftertreatment box (first setup). The
other DPFAPT was assembled using the same canning used for the OEM cDPF allowing
installation in its place (second setup). Selected tests were performed with the OEM
configuration (third setup) to allow for an evaluation of the fuel consumption penalty
introduced by the second DPFAPT.
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2.3. Test Protocol

The truck was tested under the Worldwide Harmonized Vehicle Cycle (WHVC) and a
pre-determined In-Service Conformity (ISC) cycle developed at JRC for this class of vehicles,
namely N3 [37]. The cycle is split into an urban (27.1%), a rural (26.4%) and a motorway
(46.5%) section with the average speeds being 22.9, 58.8 and 79.8 km/h, respectively.
The WHVC is a chassis dynamometer test which is based on the same database used
for the development of the engine type approval World Harmonized Transient Cycle
(WHTC) [38]. No slope was added over the WHVC cycle. Dedicated speed ramp tests
in the sequence of 30, 60, 90, 60 and finally 30 km/h were additionally performed to
investigate the volatility of particles formed in the SCR (Section 4.2). Figure 2 compares
the velocity profiles and corresponding engine operating maps of the ISC and WHVC
cycles. Tests were run with cold engine (i.e., coolant temperature close to the ambient
temperature, so always below 30 ◦C, as prescribed by the Regulation) or with hot engine
(i.e., coolant temperature > 70 ◦C).
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The aftertreatment system was conditioned at the end of each measuring day by
running the truck at 80 km/h and with a full load to force passive regeneration. The
duration of the conditioning ranged between 10 and 30 min, until the Electronic Control
Unit (ECU) signal for the soot loading in the first DPF dropped to 10%. The real time
SPN signals served as a visual inspection of the progress of the regeneration, with the
concentrations gradually increasing and then stabilizing for at least 5 min to the peak
concentration corresponding to a given aftertreatment configuration. At the end of the
conditioning, the vehicle was soaked at the targeted test temperature for at least 12 h.

The exact test sequence is summarized in Table 1. Each measurement day started with
either a WHVC or an ISC cycle following soaking at the targeted temperature. Besides the
conditioning tests, all measurements were performed with a simulated 29 ton payload on
the dyno, which corresponded to ~66% of the maximum permissible laden mass of the
truck (44 tons).
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Table 1. Test protocol.

Day Cycle Setup DPF1 DPF2 Temperature (◦C)

1 WHVC cold 1st setup OEM DPFAPT 23
1 WHVC hot 1st setup OEM DPFAPT 23
1 Speed ramp 1st setup OEM DPFAPT 23
1 Conditioning 1st setup OEM DPFAPT 23
2 ISC 1st setup OEM DPFAPT 23
2 Conditioning 1st setup OEM DPFAPT 23
3 ISC 1st setup OEM DPFAPT 5
3 Conditioning 1st setup OEM DPFAPT 23
4 WHVC cold 1 2nd setup DPFAPT DPFAPT 23
4 Conditioning 2nd setup DPFAPT DPFAPT 23
5 ISC 2nd setup DPFAPT DPFAPT 23
5 Speed ramp 2nd setup DPFAPT DPFAPT 23
5 Conditioning 2nd setup DPFAPT DPFAPT 23
6 WHVC cold 2nd setup DPFAPT DPFAPT 23
6 WHVC hot 2nd setup DPFAPT DPFAPT 23
6 WHVC cold 2 3rd setup OEM None 23
6 WHVC hot 3rd setup OEM None 23
6 Conditioning 3rd setup OEM None 23
7 WHVC cold 3rd setup OEM None 23
7 WHVC hot 3rd setup OEM None 23
7 WHVC hot 3rd setup OEM None 23

1 Subsequent WHVC hot test lost due to problems with data logging; 2 Soaking period for the specific test was
shortened to 4 h, with coolant and aftertreatment devices temperature being 30 ◦C at the start of the test.

2.4. Measurement Instrumentation

SPN emissions were measured with four in total Advanced Particle Counters (APC
model 489) (AVL GmbH, Graz, Austria), each equipped with both a 10 nm and 23 nm
Condensation Particle Counter (CPC). The APC consisted of a chopper diluter operating at
150 ◦C, followed by a Volatile Particle Remover (VPR) at 350 ◦C and a simple mixer diluter
at ambient temperature [39]. Three APCs were equipped with a Catalytic Stripper (CSi,
i = 1, 2, 3) and were thus compliant with the requirements laid down in the consolidated
resolution for 10 nm SPN measurements for heavy-duty vehicles [21]. One APC employed
an Evaporating Tube (ET). However, due to indications of volatile artefacts (Section 4.3)
it was augmented with an external Catalytic Stripper (ext. CS) (Catalytic Instruments
GmbH) at the inlet of the 10 nm CPC and was shifted to engine out position. The Particle
Concentration Reduction Factors (PCRF) were set at 3000 upstream of the DPF1 and 500 in
all post-DPF1 positions. Not all APCs were available from the beginning of the program.
Table 2 provides an overview of the instrumentation layout during the campaign.

Table 2. Instrumentation position.

Day Engine Out DPF1 Outlet SCR Outlet DPF2 Outlet

1 1 None CS1 CS2 ET
2 None CS1 CS2 ET
3 None CS1 CS2 ET
4 ET + ext. CS CS1 CS2 CS3

5 2 ET + ext. CS CS1 CS2 CS3
6 ET + ext. CS CS1 CS2 CS3
7 ET + ext. CS CS1 CS2 CS3

1 During the speed ramp test the CS1 device was moved in SCR outlet position; 2 During the speed ramp test the
ET device was moved in SCR outlet position. The external CS installed in the specific instrument was removed for
the specific test. CS = Catalytic Stripper; DPF = Diesel Particulate Filter; ET = Evaporation Tube; SCR = Selective
Catalytic Reduction for NOx unit.

Additional pressure sensors and thermocouples were employed to monitor the pres-
sure and temperature at the inlet of the DOC, the inlet of the SCR as well as the inlet and
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outlet of the second DPF. An additional thermocouple was installed close to the tip of
the urea injector. The sharp drop in the thermocouple temperature reading during urea
injection allowed for the identification of the start of urea dosing.

Criteria gas pollutants such as NOx, CO, HC and CH4, as well as CO2 and O2, were
also measured using two AVL AMA i60 analyzers sampling raw exhaust from different
measurement locations. The gaseous emissions are discussed elsewhere. In the frame
of this study, the analyzers were used to compare the CO2 emissions for the different
configurations evaluated.

2.5. Evaluation Methodology

The concentrations reported from the APCs were corrected with the calibrated average
Particle Concentration Reduction Factors (PCRF) at 30, 50 and 100 nm and the slopes of
the connected CPCs. An additional correction of the average losses at 30, 50 and 100 nm
in the ext. CS was employed for the 10 nm CPC of the ET. The combined losses for this
configuration (ET + ext. CS) exceeded the thresholds specified in the global technical
regulation [21] for 10 nm measurements. However, this configuration was only employed
for the quantification of engine-out emission levels where the fraction of sub-23 nm particles
was low (SPN10/SPN23 ratios of ~1.2) and therefore the effect of excessive losses in the
sub-23 nm range was anticipated to be minor. All concentrations were normalized at 0 ◦C
and 1 atm. The necessary exhaust flow, brake-torque and engine speed signals for the
calculation of the brake-specific emissions were obtained from the ECU.

Two approaches were followed for the calculation of the emissions to account for the
differences between the type-approval Euro VI step E regulation and the proposed post
Euro VI methodology [23]. In all cases, the SPN concentrations were first time aligned
with the exhaust flow signal and, subsequently, multiplied to calculate the instantaneous
emission rates in s−1.

2.5.1. Euro VI Step E Approach

The Moving Average Window (MAW) methodology as described in the Euro VI step
E regulation [19] was used for the evaluation of the ISC emission results. MAWs of a
length equal to the reference work were calculated, starting from the time when the engine
coolant temperature reached 30 ◦C (which took less than 10 min in all tests) and proceeding
at increments of 1 s. The average brake power from all MAWs was above the 10% of
the maximum engine power and therefore all MAWs were included in the analysis. The
largest value of the MAWs during the period where the coolant temperature remained
below 70 ◦C defined the cold-start emissions. The 90th cumulative percentile of all valid
MAWs of windows obtained after the coolant reached 70 ◦C constituted the hot-start
emissions. Final results were derived by weighting the cold- and hot-start results by 14%
and 86%, respectively.

WHVC tests were treated as surrogates of the engine type-approval WHTC procedure.
In that respect, the brake-specific emissions over the entire cycle were derived by summing
the instantaneous emission rates and dividing with the total brake-work over the cycle.
A weighting of 14% and 86% was applied over the WHVC cold and WHVC hot cycles,
respectively, in accordance to the regulation for engines.

2.5.2. Proposed Post Euro VI Approach

Based on the proposals during the stakeholders’ meetings, the MAW also forms the
basis for the quantification of emissions. The main difference compared to the Euro VI step
E approach is that the evaluation starts from engine ignition and includes all the windows.
Furthermore, a distinction is made between short and long trips, depending on whether
the total engine work is less than three times the reference work (Wref) over the World
Harmonized Test Cycle (WHTC). It was proposed that the total number of SPN10 particles
during short tests should lie below a budget value of 2 × 1011 #/kWh × 3 ×Wref. Longer
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tests should comply with both a MAW 90th and a 100th cumulative percentile limit of
1 × 1011 #/kWh and 5 × 1011 #/kWh, respectively.

Accordingly, the ISC is a long trip, so the results were processed using the 100th and
90th cumulative percentile. The WHVC on the other hand corresponds to a short-trip and
as such a budget limit would be applicable. The WHVC emissions were therefore evaluated
as the sum of instantaneous emission rates divided by three times the reference work.

3. Results
3.1. Emission Performance of the OEM Aftertreatment Layout following the Euro VI Step
E Evaluation

Figure 3 provides a summary of the emission results evaluated according to the Euro
VI step E methodology for the tests with the OEM cDPF. The SPN23 emissions of the vehicle
in its OEM aftertreatment configuration (SCR out) were found to be below the currently
applicable emission limits under all operating conditions.

The four repetitions of the WHVC tests revealed a strong effect of cold-start operations
at DPF1 location, with cold-start WHVC SPN23 emissions averaging at 9.1 × 1012 #/kWh
compared to 1.2 × 109 #/kWh over the hot-start tests. SPN10 emissions were only ~5%
higher than SPN23 at this location for the cold-start WHVC. A large increase in SPN23
(~3600%) and especially in SPN10 (~11,000%) took place inside the SCR over the WHVC-
hot. The effect of SCR on the WHVC-cold results was modest (−6% for SPN23 and +5% for
SPN10) and within the experimental accuracy of PN measurements [40,41]. Accordingly, the
weighted results were little affected by the increase observed over the WHVC-hot owing
to the still one order of magnitude higher emissions over WHVC-cold. The installation
of a DPFAPT downstream the SCR brought the emissions at levels nearly three orders of
magnitude below the Euro VI limit. The actual filtration efficiency was 99.2% over the
WHVC-cold and 99.9% over the WHVC-hot.

Large differences were observed between the two repetitions of the ISC tests, with the
one performed at 5 ◦C ambient temperature yielding approximately one order of magnitude
lower results. It should be stressed that the cold ISC results only consider the MAW from
the point where the coolant temperature reached 30 ◦C, as described in the Euro VI step E
regulation. The coolant temperature at engine start was 30 ◦C and 7 ◦C for the tests at 23 ◦C
and 5 ◦C, respectively. This effectively resulted in the exclusion of the first approximately
200 s from the ISC test at 5 ◦C while no data were excluded for the ISC test at 23 ◦C.

3.2. Emission Performance of the OEM Aftertreatment following the Proposed Post Euro
VI Evaluation

Figure 4 shows the results from the same tests from Figure 3 (OEM cDPF) calculated
following the proposed post Euro VI methodology targeting SPN10. The vehicle PN
emissions in its OEM aftertreatment layout (SCR out) were above the proposed limits in
all tests. It should be reminded that the cold-start tests were conducted having passively
regenerated the filter the day before. The WHVC cycle would correspond to a short trip
and thus the cold-start test would be weighted by the ratio of cycle work (29 kWh) to
three times the reference work (3 × 37.5 = 112.5 kWh), i.e., approximately 26%. Therefore,
the 1.0 × 1012 #/kWh WHVC-cold SPN10 emissions would translate to 2.7 × 1011 #/kWh,
33% above the suggested budget limit of 2 × 1011 #/kWh. The average WHVC-hot SPN10
emissions of 1.4 × 1011 #/kWh are already close to the target budget limit. Assuming that
they are representative of the hot-start operation, prolonging the WHVC-cold would result
in even larger exceedance.

The inclusion of the entire set of MAWs led to similar 100th percentile (in this case
cold-start) results over both ISC tests, exceeding the targeted limit of 5 × 1011 #/kWh by
154% and 93%, at 23 ◦C and 5 ◦C, respectively. The 90th percentile results also exceeded the
target threshold of 1 × 1011 #/kWh, although the cause was different in the two tests. The
measurements at 23 ◦C resulted in exceedance of the threshold already at DPF1 position by
~50%, and therefore the origin was soot particles. On the other hand, the 90th percentile
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results at DPF1 outlet at 5 ◦C was nearly two orders of magnitude lower. The exceedance
in this case was only due to the particles forming inside the SCR.
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planes correspond to emission levels at DPF1 out, SCR and DPF2 out positions, respectively. Charts
on the top, middle and bottom planes correspond to WHVC, ISC at 23 ◦C and ISC at 5 ◦C tests,
respectively. Blue bars correspond to SPN23 while red bars correspond to SPN10. The error-bars
indicate the maximum and minimum emissions, while the dashed lines indicate the applicable
limit (6 × 1011 #/kWh), while the numbers on top represent the conformity factor (ratio of average
emissions over applicable limit). APT = Accelerated Purification Technology; cDPF = Catalyzed
DPF; CF = Conformity Factor; DPF = Diesel Particulate Filter; ISC = In-Service Conformity Cycle;
OEM = Original Equipment Manufacturer; SCR = Selective Catalytic Reduction; WHVC = Worldwide
Harmonized Vehicle Cycle.
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Figure 4. Summary of Particle Number (PN) emissions following what has been proposed as post
Euro VI evaluation methodology, for the tests where the OEM cDPF was used. Charts on the left,
middle and right planes correspond to emission levels at DPF1 out, SCR and DPF2 out positions,
respectively. Charts on the top, middle and bottom planes correspond to WHVC, ISC at 23 ◦C
and ISC at 5 ◦C tests, respectively. Blue bars correspond to SPN23 while red bars correspond to
SPN10. The error-bars indicate the maximum and minimum emissions, while the dashed lines
indicate the proposed limits (2 × 1011 #/kWh for budget, 5 × 1011 #/kWh for 100th percentile,
and 1 × 1011 #/kWh for 90th percentile), while the numbers on top represent the conformity factor
(ratio of average emissions over applicable limit). APT = Accelerated Purification Technology;
cDPF = Catalyzed DPF; CF = Conformity Factor; DPF = Diesel Particulate Filter; ISC = In-Service
Conformity Cycle; OEM = Original Equipment Manufacturer; SCR = Selective Catalytic Reduction;
WHVC = Worldwide Harmonized Vehicle Cycle.
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3.3. Assessment of DPFAPT in DPF1 location following the Post Euro VI Evaluation

Figure 5 provides a summary of the results obtained when the DPFAPT filter was
installed at DPF1 location, following the post Euro VI methodology. The DPFAPT brought
WHVC-cold SPN10 emissions below 1011 #/kWh, i.e., one order of magnitude below
the OEM cDPF. WHVC-hot SPN10 emissions were at similar levels with the OEM cDPF
(Figure 4), at approximately 109 #/kWh, suggesting that soot built-up over WHVC-cold
was sufficient for cake filtration to become the dominant collection mechanism.
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Euro VI evaluation methodology, for the tests where the DPFAPT filter was used in DPF1 position.
Charts on the left, middle and right planes correspond to emission levels at DPF1 out, SCR and DPF2

out positions, respectively. Charts on the top and bottom planes correspond to WHVC and ISC at
23 ◦C tests, respectively. Blue bars correspond to SPN23 while red bars correspond to SPN10. The error-
bars indicate the maximum and minimum emissions, while the dashed lines indicate the proposed
limits (2 × 1011 #/kWh for budget, 5 × 1011 #/kWh for 100th percentile, and 1 × 1011 #/kWh
for 90th percentile), while the numbers on top represent the conformity factor (ratio of average
emissions over applicable limit). APT = Accelerated Purification Technology; cDPF = Catalyzed
DPF; CF = Conformity Factor; DPF = Diesel Particulate Filter; ISC = In-Service Conformity Cycle;
OEM = Original Equipment Manufacturer; SCR = Selective Catalytic Reduction; WHVC = Worldwide
Harmonized Vehicle Cycle.

The emission levels at the outlet of DPF1 were lower than those forming over the
SCR, which therefore became the dominant SPN10 source. The cycle-average SPN10
at the outlet of the SCR over the WHVC-cold and WHVC-hot, were 2 × 1011 #/kWh
and 1.3 × 1011 #/kWh, respectively. Therefore, while the WHVC-cold results (29 kWh/
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112.5 kWh× 2× 1011 #/kWh = 0.5× 1011 #/kWh) lie within the budget of 2 × 1011 #/kWh,
the actual performance over a short test is expected to scale with the duration of the
test. For example, a combination of WHVC-cold with one WHVC-hot would lead to
0.9 × 1011 #/kWh, while a WHVC-cold in tandem with two WHVC-hot would lead to
1.2 × 1011 #/kWh.

The DPFAPT brought the engine-out SPN10 100th and 90th percentile results over the
ISC at 22% and 6% of the respective thresholds (5 × 1011 #/kWh and 1 × 1011 #/kWh).
Particles formed in the SCR resulted in approximately twice as high SPN10 100th percentile,
though still within the suggested limit. The effect of particles forming in the SCR was more
pronounced on the SPN10 90th percentile results which increased by 22 times, exceeding
the targeted limit by 33%. In absolute terms the increase was 1.3 × 1011 #/kWh, i.e., above
the target value. Therefore, the use of a very efficient DPF upstream of the SCR would not
be sufficient to achieve the proposed limits. Particles forming in the SCR would need to
be addressed. The use of a DPFAPT was very efficient in reducing the levels to at least two
orders of magnitude below the corresponding thresholds.

4. Discussion
4.1. Importance of Cold-Start and Passive Regeneration

Figure 6 compares the SPN23 real time emission rates as well as the MAW evaluations
for the two ISC tests conducted with the OEM cDPF. The fill state of the OEM cDPF should
be similar at the start of the tests (around 10%), according to the ECU signal and the
pressure drop measurements over the preceding passive regeneration tests.

The cold-start operation had a profound effect on the SPN emissions in both tests. The
total number of SPN23 particles at the outlet of the OEM cDPF over the first 900 s of the
tests was 3.3 × 1013 # at 23 ◦C and 2.1 × 1013 # at 5 ◦C. These levels were approximately
an order of magnitude higher than the maximum of previously reported levels of 10 Euro
VI technology HDVs [28]. This difference reflects the clean state of the DPF at the start
of the test. Engine-out SPN23 levels were only available from a subsequent ISC test at
23 ◦C, summing to 1.4 × 1015 # with the corresponding number downstream of the DPFAPT
that was installed at DPF1 location being 0.3 × 1013 #. This suggests an average filtration
efficiency over the first 900 s of ~98% for the OEM cDPF and 99.8% for the DPFAPT. Particle
number emissions dropped sharply though after this period, leading to more than 99.99%
filtration efficiency with both DPFs over the subsequent 900 s (900–1800 s) of the test.

The cold-start sections of the tests, as defined in the Euro VI step E ISC regulation, are
also depicted in Figure 6. The requirement to consider only data from the point when the
coolant temperature reaches 30 ◦C, resulted in an exclusion of the first ~200 s of the ISC test
conducted at 5 ◦C, but no exclusion of data for the ISC at 23 ◦C (as the coolant temperature
was 30 ◦C at the start of the specific test). Given the sharp drop in SPN emissions, the
specific difference constituted the low temperature test as a less severe condition. The end
effect was an order of magnitude lower cold-start MAW emissions at 5 ◦C compared to
23 ◦C (Figure 3).

The warm phase of the tests revealed two main sources of particle emissions. The
SCR resulted in a relatively constant formation of particles as evident from the relatively
stable MAW emissions of approximately 0.3 × 1011 #/kWh SPN23. The corresponding
SPN10 levels at the outlet of the SCR were 1.2 × 1011 #/kWh, i.e., already surpassing the
1 × 1011 #/kWh threshold for the 90th percentile. Therefore, meeting the suggested post
Euro VI targets would require some control of the particles forming inside the SCR.

The ISC tests also indicated another potential mechanism of high SPN emissions
during the warm phase of the cycle. The temperatures developed at the inlet of the DPF1
in both cycles were high enough to initiate passive regeneration with NO2 forming in
the upstream DOC [42]. This was reflected in the measured ECU signals on the DPF fill
state, which following a rise at approximately 2000 s, stabilized and eventually dropped
in the 4000–6000 s segment of the cycle. The effect was more pronounced at 23 ◦C where
higher temperatures were developed. Some soot slip at the outlet of the DPF1 could also
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be observed at 5 ◦C during this period, although it was more pronounced at 23 ◦C. The
corresponding MAW fell in the warm phase of the cycle and thus directly affected the 90th
percentile results.
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Figure 6. Comparison of the Solid Particle Number (SPN23) real time emission rates (2nd row panels),
valid MAW (3rd row panels) and sorted MAW (bottom panels) over the ISC tests with the OEM
cDPF at 23 ◦C (left-hand panels) and 5 ◦C (right-hand panels). Temperatures at the inlet of the OEM
cDPF as well as ECU readings of its fill state are also shown in the top panels. The shaded colored
area at the beginning of the tests illustrate the cold phase of the cycles as defined in the Euro VI
step E regulation. cDPF = Catalyzed DPF; DPF = Diesel Particulate Filter; ECU = Electronic Control
Unit; ISC = In-Service Conformity; OEM = Original Equipment Manufacturer; MAW = Moving
Average Window.
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4.2. Properties of Particles Forming Inside the SCR

The left panel in Figure 7 summarizes the cycle-average ratios of SPN10 over SPN23
downstream of the SCR as a function of the SPN10 concentration ratios downstream and
upstream of the SCR. The former is a function of the mean size of the emitted particles,
while the latter is indicative of the relative contribution of particles forming inside the
SCR. When particles forming inside the SCR dominate, the SPN10 over SPN23 ratio ranges
between 3 and 3.3. As the contribution of particles forming inside the SCR is reduced,
so the SPN10 over SPN23 ratio is reduced down to a value of 1.2. Figure 7 also presents
calculated SPN10 over SPN23 ratios for different lognormal distributions based on typical
counting efficiencies of SPN10 and SPN23 systems [43]. The computations suggest that
particles formed in SCR should have a mean size in the range of 15 nm, while in their
relative absence the mean size of emitted particles would lie in the 50 to 55 nm range. These
figures are consistent with previously reported sizes for particles formed in SCR [31] and
HDV soot [44], respectively.
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Figure 7. Left-hand panel: Quantified ratios of SPN10 to SPN23 as a function of the ratio of SPN10

concentrations at the outlet of the SCR to those at the outlet of the DPF1 for all cycles tested. Middle
panel: example illustration of the fraction of a lognormal distribution detected by a SPN10 and SPN23

device based on typical detection efficiencies for a 15 nm size distribution. Right panel: Calculated
ratios of SPN10 to SPN23 concentration ratios as a function of geometric mean diameters (dg) for
two geometric standard deviations (σg). DPF = Diesel Particulate Filter; SCR = Selective Catalytic
Reduction; SPN = Solid Particle Number.

The middle panel in Figure 7 also illustrates the estimated fraction of particles from
a lognormal distribution peaking at 15 nm that is expected to be detected by SPN23 and
SPN10 instruments. These calculations illustrate that both the SPN10 and particularly the
SPN23 devices are only detecting the upper tail of the distribution.

The volatility of the particles formed inside the SCR was assessed during two speed
ramp tests. In the first test, two SPN systems (CS1, CS2) were connected at the outlet of
the SCR, with one (CS1) set to operate at a VPR temperature of 250 ◦C (the other had the
default temperature of 350 ◦C). The results of these tests are summarized in Figure 8. A step
increase in particle emissions took place midway through the first 60 km/h section. This
rise coincided with a sharp drop in the reading of the thermocouple installed close to the tip
of the urea injector. Similar SPN10 concentrations were recorded with both instruments over
the entire duration of the test. The SPN23 concentrations recorded by the CS1 operating at
a VPR temperature of 250 ◦C were approximately 10% higher than those recorded by the
unmodified CS2 (350 ◦C).
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Figure 8. Solid Particle Number (SPN) concentrations (bottom panel) at the outlet of the SCR during
the speed ramp tests, as measured with CS2 at its default VPR operating temperature of 350 ◦C
and CS1 set at a VPR temperature of 250 ◦C. The corresponding velocity profile as well as the
temperatures measured at the inlet of the SCR and in front of the urea injector are shown on the top
panel. The dashed vertical line only serves as a guideline depicting the start of urea injection based
on the temperature measurements. CS = Catalytic Stripper; SCR = Selective Catalytic Reduction;
VPR = Volatile Particle Remover.

Figure 9 shows the results of the second speed ramp test conducted with the CS2
and ET SPN systems, with the latter modified to operate at a VPR temperature of 250 ◦C.
Similarly, the formation of particles in the SCR coincided with the start of injection, as
identified by the temperature measurements. In this case, the system operating at 250 ◦C
measured 10% higher SPN10 concentrations and 35% higher SPN23 concentrations.

The change in the operating temperature of the VPR could affect the calibrated PCRF
because it could affect the thermophoretic losses in the VPR. However, this effect is expected
to be small and also independent of particle diameter in the size range of interest. For
example, the thermophoretic losses of aerosol streams at 350 ◦C and 250 ◦C through a
tube maintained at ambient temperature are expected to be 16% and 14%, respectively [45].
It is also unlikely that the larger deviations with the ET system are due to re-nucleation
of volatile precursors. Such nucleation events are expected to mostly affect the 10 nm
measurements, and not the other way around.

The most probable cause of the observed deviations is differences in the losses and
detection efficiencies of the instrumentation employed. Based on the ratio of SPN10 to SPN23
(3 to 3.5), the mean size of these particles was estimated to lie in the 15 nm range with SPN10
and SPN23 systems detecting approximately 50% and 15% of the total population (Figure 7).
The use of a catalytic stripper is known to increase particle losses in this size range [46].
These increased losses in the area of 15 nm are not accounted for in the calibration of
the devices, which is only based on the average losses at 30, 50 and 100 nm. This could
explain the observed 10% differences in the SPN10 measurements between the ET and CS2
instruments. The detection efficiency of the SPN23 systems is mostly determined from the
counting efficiency of the 23 nm CPCs employed. It is not uncommon for such CPCs to
exhibit differences of as high as 10% in absolute terms in the calibrated counting efficiencies
at 23 nm [47], while the regulation allows an even wider range (±12%).
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Figure 9. SPN concentrations (bottom panel) at the outlet of the SCR during the speed ramp tests
as measured with CS2 at its default VPR operating temperature of 350 ◦C and ET system set at a
VPR temperature of 250 ◦C. The corresponding velocity profile as well as the temperatures measured
at the inlet of the SCR and in front of the urea injector are shown on the top panel. The dashed
vertical line only serves as a guideline depicting the start of urea injection based on the temperature
measurements. CS = Catalytic Stripper; ET = Evaporation Tube; SCR = Selective Catalytic Reduction;
VPR = Volatile Particle Remover.

Overall, the experimental results suggest that the particles forming inside the SCR
were thermally stable and solid under the operational definition of the European regulation
for 10 nm measurements. Some shrinkage of the particles affecting mostly the SPN23
measurements cannot be excluded. Robinson et al. [30] evaluated the effect of urea dosing
on the SPN23 emissions of a 447 kW Euro VI heavy-duty engine equipped with a DOC, DPF
and SCR. They also employed an AVL APC device equipped with an ET and modified the
operating temperature in the 300 to 400 ◦C range. They reported a decrease in the SPN23
concentrations of 20% when moving from 300 to 400 ◦C.

Prasath et al. [34] tested a Euro VI heavy-duty engine with an aftertreatment composed
of a DOC, DPF and SCR at different operating conditions and varied the amount of urea
dosing until full conversion of NOx. They measured SPN10 and SPN23 emissions using
two systems, both equipped with an ET operating at 350 ◦C. A consistent increase in SPN10
particles were reported under all conditions, while SPN23 increases occurred only at specific
points. The absolute levels increased with dosing, reaching as high as 3 × 104 #/cm3 for
SPN23 and 8 × 104 #/cm3 for SPN10. These levels are similar to those observed in the
present work (Figures 8 and 9) and in previous studies [30,31,48]. However, in one of
the SPN systems, very large increases in SPN10 reaching as high as 7.5 × 106 #/cm3 were
observed [34] at the highest urea dosing rates examined. Legala et al. [33] measured the
SPN23 emissions of a 2015 model year 6.7 L diesel engine equipped with DOC, DPF and
SCR systems. For the measurements they employed two systems, both equipped with ET,
with one operating at 300 ◦C while the other operated at 350 ◦C. They observed excessive
numbers of SPN23 over specific sections of the WHVC and WHTC cycles when tested with
EGR deactivated, where urea dosing was higher, but only with the system operating at
300 ◦C. The exact concentrations were not clear as the employed PCRF was not reported
but, based on the systems employed, these should be at least 7.5 × 105 #/cm3. Such
high concentrations and differences between systems was not observed in the present
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campaign. However, the lack of a CS was found to lead to volatile artefacts as described in
the following section.

4.3. Volatile Artefacts with the ET System

Figure 10 compares the SPN emissions from two passive regeneration tests. SPN
measurements downstream of the DPF2 were performed in one test with ET while in
the other test with CS3. When ET was employed (left-hand panels), a large increase in
SPN10 was observed at ~700 s. By that point, the SPN emissions from all other locations
stabilized suggesting consumption of the soot cake. The temperature at the inlet of DPF2
was approximately 500 ◦C, while even higher temperatures were recorded at the inlet of
the DPF1 (550 ◦C) and the SCR (570 ◦C). Such release of particles was not observed with
the corresponding SPN23 system, suggesting that these were very small particles, most
probably formed by re-nucleation of gaseous precursors downstream of the ET. Such events
were not observed after switching from ET to CS2, even when installing DPFAPT at DPF1
position (right-hand panel), which further reduced the concentration of soot particles that
could act as condensation seeds (thus increasing the nucleation formation potential) by
approximately one order of magnitude. Such volatile artifacts at systems employing ET
have also been reported by other studies and highlight the need for a CS for sub-23 nm
measurements [49,50].

4.4. Filtration Efficiencies and Pressure Drop

The results shown in Figure 10 also illustrate the performance differences between
the OEM cDPF and DPFAPT at clean state. The engine out SPN10 concentrations of
4.8 × 106 #/cm3 were reduced at DPF1 position to 3.6 × 105 #/cm3 with the clean OEM
cDPF and to 2.9 × 104 #/cm3 with the DPFAPT in its place, i.e., more than an order of
magnitude improvement. The corresponding filtration efficiencies were 92.6% and 99.4%
for the OEM and DPFAPT filters, respectively. The DPFAPT at DPF2 position had a filtration
efficiency of ~99% with both setups.

The specific tests also allow for the assessment of the relative performance of the
filters with respect to pressure drop. Both the OEM cDPF and DPFAPT filters, once cleaned,
introduced a similar pressure drop of 5.5 and 5.3 kPa, respectively, when installed at
DPF1 position. The exhaust flow rate at the specific test condition was 1120 kg/h, which
at the developed temperatures (~570 ◦C) and absolute pressures (19 kPa overpressure)
corresponds to 2270 m3/h volumetric flow. To properly compare the performance however,
it is important to account for the differences in the size as well as for the presence of
wash-coating in the OEM cDPF. The available DPFAPT sample used in the campaign had a
volume of 9.8 L compared to 22.5 L of the OEM cDPF. When similarly sized, the associated
reduction in the wall velocity is calculated to reduce the pressure drop by approximately
0.4 kPa. The addition of wash-coating at typical levels of 30 g/L on the DPFAPT is calculated
to introduce 1 kPa more back-pressure under the same conditions. Accordingly, the overall
pressure drop performance is expected to be similar and therefore no fuel consumption
penalty is anticipated.

In agreement with the pressure drop measurements, no fuel consumption penalty
could be observed when switching from the OEM cDPF to the DPFAPT at DPF1 position. The
installation of the DPFAPT at DPF2 location also showed no effect on fuel consumption and
CO2 emissions over the WHVC cycles. It did lead, though, to a systematic 0.5 to 1% increase
in CO2 emissions over the passive regeneration tests. The engine brake mean effective
pressure during this operating condition was 1245 kPa, and therefore the additional 6 kPa
pressure drop is expected to lead to a fuel consumption penalty of 6 kPa/1245 kPa = 0.5%,
which is consistent with the CO2 measurements [51].
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measurements of SPN downstream of the DPF2. cDPF = Catalyzed DPF; CS = Catalytic Stripper;
DPF = Diesel Particulate Filter; EO = Engine Out; ET = Evaporation Tube; OEM = Original Equipment
Manufacturer; SPN = Solid Particle Number.

4.5. Performance and Sizing Requirements for a Downstream DPF

The viability of the use of second DPF to capture particles formed inside the SCR
requires more research and will also depend on the emission performance of dual-SCR
systems that are anticipated in order to meet the tighter post Euro VI NOx limits [23]. For
example, the main DPF should be capable of capturing particles forming in the closed
coupled SCR. The results of this work however provide some insights into the potential
specifications of a downstream DPF targeting, such SCR-related particles. At their ob-
served SPN10 levels (~1.3 × 1011 #/kWh), a modest filtration efficiency is required to bring
emissions within a safe engineering margin below the proposed 1011 #/kWh threshold for
the 90th percentile, i.e., much lower than the employed DPFAPT in this study. Owing to
the small size of these particles, a high porosity DPF could still capture them efficiently,
allowing for low back-pressure implementation, potentially integrating some SCR or ASC
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functionality to further reduce pressure build-up [36]. For example, Noone et al. [52] have
recently evaluated such a combined SCR+DPF system offering a 66% reduction over a
baseline SCR system.

The proper sizing of such systems would require a better understanding of the nec-
essary storage capacity which itself would require understanding of the necessary re-
generation strategies. The total number of particles formed inside the SCR over the ISC
cycles (taken as the difference between SCR out and DPF1 out) would correspond to a
total mass of less than 0.25 mg, assuming a lognormal distribution peaking at 15 nm and a
density of 2 g/cm3 (upper range of densities from potential urea biproducts spanning from
1.14 g/cm3 for isocyanic acid to 1.77 g/cm3 for ammonium sulphates). For comparison,
and based on established correlations between SPN and PM for diesel soot [53], the mass
of soot particles escaping DPF1 over the same ISC cycles was calculated to be 26 mg when
using the OEM cDPF and 2 mg when using the DPFAPT. The corresponding mass of soot
emitted from the engine over the ISC was calculated to be 4285 mg.

Therefore, the mass reaching the DPF downstream of the SCR (~2 to 26 mg) would be
between 165 and 2150 times lower than that reaching the upstream DPF, depending on the
filtration efficiency of the latter. Furthermore, owing to the small size of the particles formed
in the SCR, soot will still be the dominant species collected on a back-up DPF. Similarly, lim-
ited slip of ash is expected from the main DPF suggesting that the ash storage capacity will
not be a critical parameter for the sizing of the downstream DPF [54]. Robinson et al. [30]
performed thermogravimetric analysis on several ammonium salts and urea decomposition
byproducts, suggesting complete decomposition below 500 ◦C. More research is needed to
understand whether the two to three orders of magnitude lower soot mass reaching the
downstream DPF would suffice for their sustainable passive regeneration. That is, whether
the reduced oxidation rates due to lower exhaust temperatures can be compensated for by
the orders of magnitude slower accumulation of particles.

5. Conclusions

The proposals for post Euro VI heavy-duty standards foresee a shift of the lowest
SPN detection size from 23 nm to 10 nm, as well as further tightening of the limits and an
extension of the evaluation procedure to cover nearly all operating conditions from engine
start onwards.

The present study evaluated the SPN emissions of a Euro VI step E heavy-duty
vehicle and the potential offered by an advanced DPF filter in reaching the proposed
limits for post Euro VI. The results identified a number of critical operating conditions,
necessitating further improvements in the aftertreatment technology. An increase in the
filtration efficiency at clean state was necessary to capture both cold-start emissions and
soot slip during passive regeneration events. The >99% baseline filtration efficiency of
the advanced DPF system tested was sufficient to bring engine out emissions within the
proposed limits under all conditions tested.

The increase in the DPF filtration efficiency is not sufficient though, owing to nanosized
particles forming in the downstream SCR at levels exceeding the targeted warm-phase
emissions of 1011 #/kWh. DPF systems were shown to be very efficient in capturing these
small particles allowing for optimized solutions with minimal fuel consumption penalty.
The necessity of a dedicated DPF for urea-related particles will depend on the potential
offered by the optimization of urea injection strategies or dual-SCR systems using the main
DPF to capture particles forming in the closed-coupled SCR.
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Acronyms
APC AVL Particle Counter
ASC Ammonia Slip Catalyst
CF Conformity Factor
CPC Condensation Particle Counter
CS Catalytic Stripper
CVS Constant Volume Sampler
DOC Diesel Oxidation Catalyst
DPF Diesel Particulate Filter
EC European Commission
ECU Electronic Control Unit
ET Evaporating Tube
GTR Global Technical Regulation
HDV Heavy-Duty Vehicle
ISC In-Service Conformity
JRC Joint Research Centre
MAW Moving Average Window
OEM Original Equipment Manufacturer
PEMS Portable Emission Measurement System
PM Particulate Matter
PCRF Particle Concentration Reduction Factor
SCR Selective Catalytic Reduction
SPN Solid Particle Number
VPR Volatile Particle Remover
WHO World Health Organization
WHTC World Harmonized Transient Cycle
WHVC World Harmonized Vehicle Cycle
Subscripts
ref reference
10 10 nm or 10%
23 23 nm
APT Accelerated Purification Technology
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